
 
The VET Review – INCARES: 2016 Medalists Awarded! 

By: Sara Hamidovic, PE, CHMM – President, VET Environmental Engineering, LLC 
Grace Miller – Environmental Scientist, VET Environmental Engineering, LLC 

 
1st Place 

Northlake Auto Recyclers  
PLATINUM – 102.0% 

 
 

We would like to congratulate Marty, Debbie, and the staff of Northlake Auto Recyclers on 
becoming the first facility in the INCARES program to receive a perfect score on their audit! They have 
once again earned 1st Place and an INCARES PLATINUM Medal. Northlake’s score represents a 2.57% 
increase from the score that earned them 1st Place in 2015. I’ve told Marty that it’s virtually impossible to 
get a perfect score on the INCARES audit, but he took it as a challenge. And boy, do I stand corrected! 
Northlake also earned Indiana Clean Yard GOLD Certification through IDEM, adding an extra 2% to 
their score.  

Northlake’s facility is spotless, welcoming, and well-managed. Marty always takes the time to 
teach us something new whenever we visit, helping us learn and grow in the industry. Northlake’s 
engine/transmission warehouse is swept every Saturday. Marty holds his people accountable for their 
work and is on them right away when improvements are called for. Debbie keeps impeccable records and 
had them ready to go when we arrived. 

Stunning job, Northlake team! I can’t wait to see what you do to impress us next year! 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



2nd Place 
Car Recyclers, Inc. 

PLATINUM – 98.85% 

 
 

We would like to congratulate Kelly, Trina, Jeff, Gary, and the other staff of Car Recyclers on 
earning 2nd Place and an INCARES PLATINUM Medal! Car Recyclers decided to do a self-audit this 
year at their facility, reconfirming their 2015 score of 98.85%. We’ve always felt at home at Car 
Recyclers and missed getting to visit this year! Car Recyclers runs a very organized operation and manage 
their business with an air that feels like family. Their folks are committed to doing things right and 
helping their customers find just what they’re looking for. Trina has continued her legacy of compliance – 
no points missed for inspections or training! In fact, they only missed two items on their entire audit! Car 
Recyclers is Indiana Clean Yard Certified by IDEM, and we don’t doubt IDEM’s judgment. We’re glad 
everyone could make it to the ARI Summit, and we look forward to being wowed again next year. Let’s 
put a rock on Lily’s head, she’s growing up WAY too fast! 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



3rd Place 
Veldman’s Auto Parts, Inc. 

PLATINUM – 98.33% 

 
 

We would like to congratulate Ted, Roman, Wayne, Austin, and the entire Veldman’s team on 
earning 3rd Place and an INCARES PLATINUM Medal! Veldman’s score represents a 1.78% increase 
from the score that earned them PLATINUM in 2015. Special shout-out to Roman Veldman, who worked 
tirelessly to make sure deficiencies noted in this year’s audit were corrected quickly – way to go, sir! 

Veldman’s moves 1,700+ vehicles a year while still maintaining a smooth, quality operation. 
Because of the volume they handle, Veldman’s has come up with numerous ways to improve efficiency 
throughout the process. Individual bins near each dismantling bay for batteries and components reduce 
walking time by half or more. Energy-saving light sensors throughout their extensive warehouses help 
them decrease their monthly energy bill. Austin has kept the environmental and safety software in top 
shape. For the owners out there who struggle with the software side of running their facility, this is the 
way to go. Veldman’s dedicated Austin to this task over a year ago and has seen nothing but 
improvement. The younger folks tend to be really good at the environmental and safety software – take 
something off your plate and give an employee the chance to shine and prove their worth! You – and your 
business – will both benefit from this methodology.  

Congratulations, guys! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



4th Place 
Ray’s Auto Parts 

PLATINUM – 98.28% 
**MOST VALUABLE** 

   
 

We would like to congratulate Mike, Teresa, Kevin, and the staff of Ray’s Auto Parts on earning 
4th Place and an INCARES PLATINUM Medal! Ray’s decided to do a self-audit this year at their facility, 
reconfirming their 2015 score of 98.28%. Ray’s also earned the MOST VALUABLE award for 2016. 
Ray’s hit it out of the ballpark this year in promoting the INCARES program. VET put out a mailer in 
July promoting INCARES across Indiana. Ray’s offered to follow up this mailer with a letter endorsing 
the program. We couldn’t ask for a better INCARES contribution! 

Ray’s Auto Parts is Indiana Clean Yard Certified by IDEM. Besides their dedication to working 
hard, one of the things that stands out most about Ray’s is how beautifully they keep their inspections and 
trainings. Mike does an exceptional job at managing their environmental software. Monthly, quarterly, 
and annual inspections can be easy to put off because they’re not necessarily the biggest priority of the 
day. However, doing these inspections on time is important: they keep you compliant and help you 
identify problems before they become PROBLEMS. Well done on the software, Ray’s Team! And thanks 
for the help with INCARES! We didn’t have the opportunity to get a Texan stuck in the mud at your place 
this year, so that was sort of a bummer, maybe next year? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



5th Place 
Legal Chop Shop 

PLATINUM – 97.13% 

 
 

We would like to congratulate Stan, Scott, and the staff of Legal Chop Shop on earning 5th Place 
and an INCARES PLATINUM Medal! Legal Chop Shop decided to do a self-audit this year at their 
facility, reconfirming their 2015 score of 97.13%. Legal Chop Shop has also earned the Indiana Clean 
Yard GOLD Certification through IDEM. The last time we were there Stan had recently finished putting 
up a brand new warehouse – we are excited to see how they’ve put the new building to use on our next 
visit! Had the building been just a little bit taller they would’ve had to put a red light on top for aviation 
traffic! Scott continues to kill it in his position as Yard Manager, and this seems to be working well for 
the business. Having Scott where he is has really helped with day-to-day operations, giving Stan more 
time to be the savvy, innovative businessman we’ve come to know and love. The front office is always 
bustling with customers – a sign of a good business. Congratulations Legal Chop Shop! Great job! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



6th Place 
Pic-A-Part, Indy 

PLATINUM – 95.40% 

 
 

We would like to congratulate Neil, Chris, and the staff of Pic-A-Part on earning 6th Place and an 
INCARES PLATINUM Medal! Pic-A-Part decided to do a self-audit this year, reconfirming their 2015 
score of 95.40%. Neil and his folks are dedicated to their clients, employee safety, and business 
efficiency. Pic-A-Part offers quality service and is always happy to talk when we call. This is a facility 
that is currently moving 1,100 vehicles a month – and making it look easy! If you haven’t had a chance to 
stop in and see their operation (and Neil’s recently dyed blonde hair, a hit among the youth sports team he 
coaches!), you absolutely should! Pic-A-Part takes safety and safety training very seriously and ensures 
that their workers have all the personal protective equipment they need when doing their jobs. Neil 
continues his devotion to streamlining processes and trimming dollars from the bottom line without 
shorting his clients or his workers. We’re excited to get to visit this facility again next year, and we hope 
the employees at Pic-A-Part enjoy their INCARES shirts! You earned them, guys! Way to go! 

 
7th Place 

Brothers Auto Parts 
GOLD – 91.95% 

 
We would like to congratulate Jeremiah and the staff of Brothers Auto Parts on earning 7th Place 

and an INCARES GOLD Medal in a tie with Mike’s Auto Salvage and Towing! Brothers decided to do a 
self-audit this year at their facility, reconfirming their 2015 score of 91.95%. Jeremiah is a proactive 
business owner and works hard to keep on top of dates and requirements. Brothers nailed their safety 
criteria this year. We admire how Brothers manages to run their process out of multiple buildings without 
missing a beat. Between the buildings and the awnings on their property, their staff catch a break from the 
sun and have the option to work under cover when the weather is poor. An awning protects their core 
storage area from the elements, an effective and affordable solution to a problem this industry struggles to 
cover (pun intended!).  
 Terrific job, guys! We look forward to working with you next year! 
 

 
 
 
 
 



7th Place 
Mike’s Auto Salvage & Towing 

GOLD – 91.95% 
 

We would like to congratulate Mike, Rick, Stoney, and the staff of Mike’s Auto Salvage & 
Towing on earning 7th Place and an INCARES GOLD Medal in a tie with Brothers Auto Parts! Mike’s 
decided to do a self-audit this year at their facility, reconfirming their 2015 score of 91.95%. Mike’s is an 
IDEM Indiana Clean Yard business. This facility has adapted to a smaller space by using that space 
efficiently. They have vertical automobile storage racks that allow them to store their cars three high. 
They are attentive to detail and their track record with working on audit items is phenomenal – they’ve 
actually called us in the truck riding home from their facility to see what they can improve! There is little 
doubt in my mind that Mike’s will speed their way into the Platinum category next year. We were 
honored to help Mike’s with a small donation for their golf outing this year. We appreciate what you’re 
doing for the community. Thank you! 

 
9th Place 

Liberty Auto Salvage & Towing 
GOLD – 88.33% 

**MOST IMPROVED** 

   
 

We would like to congratulate Mark, Chris, and the entire team at Liberty Auto Salvage on earning 
9th Place and an INCARES GOLD Medal! Liberty’s score represents a 6.72% increase from the score that 
earned them SILVER in 2015 as a first-time Medalist. Liberty is also our MOST IMPROVED Medalist of 
2016! And let me tell you, these guys have EARNED every point on their audit! Liberty has made a lot of 
progress since reconfiguring their business from last year. They built some excellent new racks in their 
warehouse, moved their core storage area indoors, and worked on tweaking and streamlining their 
operations after their audit. We can’t wait to go see for ourselves the changes they’ve made! If they keep 
up the hard work we’ve observed, this is a business that is on track to become Platinum by 2017 – no sweat! 
Congratulations on the achievement, guys, and great job this year! Keep up the hard work! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



10th Place 
Glisson Auto Parts 

GOLD – 86.78% 

 
 

We would like to congratulate Greg, Brent, and the staff of Glisson Auto Parts on earning 10th 
Place and an INCARES GOLD Medal! Glisson decided to do a self-audit this year at their facility, 
reconfirming their 2015 score of 91.95%. Glisson is one of those facilities that we wish we could have 
visited this year because we know there were a lot of new improvements in the works during last year’s 
audit and we’re excited to see them! Greg is an innovative thinker who looks for ways to improve and 
implement new systems at his facility. Their outdoor racking and storage is impressive, and a large 
concrete pad was added last year to increase their impervious storage space outdoors. They’re dedicated 
to doing things right, and it shows. Excellent work this year! Keep it up! 
 

11th Place 
Archie’s Auto Recycling 

SILVER – 83.89% 
 

We would like to congratulate Mark, Andrew, and the staff of Archie’s Auto Recycling on 
earning 11th Place and an INCARES SILVER Medal! Archie’s decided to do a self-audit this year, 
scoring 83.89%. This represents a 5.77% decrease from the score that earned them GOLD in 2015, which 
brings me to perhaps the most important aspect of the self-audit, if not the INCARES program itself: 
identifying areas where your business is lacking so you can improve.  

One of the hardest parts of doing a self-audit, instead of VET doing it for you, is being impartial. 
Everyone wants to think their business is the best; in reality, ALL facilities have items they can improve on 
and standards that must be maintained. You see your buildings and yard every day – it’s not hard to miss 
the problems that are part of the background. And we all know there’s more to running an automotive 
recycling business than just maintaining a spotless facility. Stuff happens. Oil gets spilled, paperwork gets 
behind, and you’re running a real-world operation that encounters real-world problems. This is why it’s 
important to understand that compliance comes not in one part, but in two. The first part is to do what you 
can to prevent a situation from occurring in the first place; the second part is to handle a situation properly 
when it does occur. 

We commend Archie’s for their honesty in completing their self-audit and encourage them to 
continue working toward improvement in the future. Job well done!  

 
 
 



PENDING 
Dick’s Auto Parts 

 
Dick’s Auto Parts is a new addition to our program! Located in northern Indiana (literally, the 

Michigan sign is right past their parking lot!), Dick’s specializes in truck parts and truck accessories, 
though they also handle cars and other vehicles on occasion. We enjoyed getting to visit Dick’s in July 
and see what their operation is all about. Dick’s is transitioning into the standards presented by the 
INCARES program and may not certify this year. However, most of the items we cited were fairly easy to 
work on (and common for first-time facilities to miss), and we definitely see the potential in the Dick’s 
crew to work their way into an INCARES medal next year. We encourage Dick’s to remain with the 
program and applaud them for taking the hardest step – the first audit. We can’t wait to see what Sean and 
his team come up with during their first year! 

 
SCHEDULING 

Beard’s Auto Parts 
 

SCHEDULING 
Midwest Jeeps 

 
SELF 

Crossroads Auto Recycling 
 

SELF 
Hundt’s Auto Salvage 

 
 

 
 
 

  


